Committee on Agriculture, Forestry, Aquaculture, and Rural Development

Will meet at: 9:30 am  Date: Thursday, May 27, 2010
Location: Committee Room 3
Remarks:

**HCR 173  RITCHIE**  [RURAL/DEVELOPMENT] Creates the La. Rural Economic Development Initiative Program Study Committee

**SB 73  HEITMEIER**  [ANIMALS] Prohibits the use of certain forms of euthanasia in animals. (gov sig)

**SB 147  THOMPSON**  [AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES] Provides relative to changes in the Agricultural Commodity Dealer and Warehouse Law. (gov sig)

**SB 148  THOMPSON**  [AGRICULTURE/FOREST DEPT] Provides relative to the Department of Agriculture and Forestry and provides for technical changes. (gov sig)

**SB 149  THOMPSON**  [AGRICULTURE/FOREST DEPT] Requires the Department of Agriculture to conduct inspections of slaughtering establishments to ensure compliance with the "Federal Humane Methods of Livestock Slaughter Act." (gov sig)

**SB 330  HEBERT**  [ANIMALS] Provides relative to the membership of the Louisiana Board of Animal Health. (gov sig)
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John F. "Andy" Anders
CHAIRMAN